
How marXact integrated RTK to
deliver an all-in-one solution 
to their European customers.
MarXact is a Dutch GNSS software and hardware manufacturer,
providing intuitive products to field workers across Europe. Find
out how they created an all-in-one solution for their end users.

Founded in 2017 by 2 entrepreneurial spirits, now with a
30+ FTE team, full of specialists, serving a significant
group of field workers in the Benelux.

MarXact makes centimeter accuracy easy and
affordable for any field worker who knows how to
use a smartphone.

How can marXact use the access to a
European RTK correction network to

strengthen their products and deliver an all-
in-one solution to their customers?

Serving multiple industries and  disciplines like:
infrastructure, construction, land, gardening, agriculture,
roads, water, land and geospatial. 

Introduction

About marXact

Their challenge

MarXact wants to make surveying possible for everyone. They do
this through their intuitive software and hardware. But this is not
enough.

Having an all-in-one solution for your customers is highly
valued by the GNSS industry. If you're a manufacturer of
intuitive soft and hard products, you need an accurate RTK
correction network to make it work.

Meet marXact, an ambitious GNSS company that creates and
develops intuitive products in the GNSS industry. Their promise
to their customers is to make surveying easy and possible for
everyone.
 
MarXact not only provides access to an accurate RTK
correction network, through a smart RTK portal they can also
integrate the network into their products.

Business case

Based in the Netherlands, which develops and manufactures
intuitive software and hardware products in the GNSS industry.
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Results

Quote from marXact

By entering into a multi-year partnership with Premium
Positioning, marXact has access to a European RTK
Premium correction network. This gives their product the
ability to measure accurately (<1.5cm) within Europe.

In addition to access, marXact integrated the RTK network
into their software and hardware products. In this way
they create an all-in-one solution for their end consumer.

MarXact is able to create their own personalized RTK
accounts within 20 seconds, monitor live data and live
maps on site when needed, to provide excellent support to
their customers.

By having an RTK correction network provider that they can
integrate into their products, marXact works very efficiently
allowing them to stay focused on delivering smart GNSS
products that are accessible to everyone.

Every field worker in the Benelux can now work with marXact's
intuitive products in combination with Premium Positioning's
high-quality cross-border European RTK Premium correction
network.

 RTK PREMIUM 
NETWORK:

2.000 base
stations

25+ 
countries

60 km average 
baseline

Compatible with
all GNSS devices

“We are very pleased to have signed a multi-year partnership
with Premium Positioning. Having one European RTK network is
an added value for our proposition. This network allows us to
focus on our hardware and software, while being able to offer
competitive prices to our customers.

Our contact with Premium Positioning is very professional and
we are happy with their flexibility and availability. There is a
great interaction between our companies and this definitely
contributes to the strong relationship we have with each
other.”

Tommy van der Heijden
CEO & Founder marXact

MarXact's all-in-one solution is driving significant
growth of their business at 200% year-on-year. As a
result, they grew from 2FTE in 2017 to a group of 30+
surveying specialists in 2021.

By closely monitoring - and constantly approving -
the quality of the network, the uptime scores an
impressive 99.98% since 2018.

By integrating the RTK Premium correction network into
their products, up to 100 field workers are surveying with
marXact equipment every moment of the working day.



Operational in sectors such as: UAV, machine
control, surveying, maritime, autonomous driving
and robotics.

Continuity 
with 99,98% up
time since '18

Compatible
with every

GNSS device

Accurate
measurement

(<1,5cm)

High density 
through a 65km

average baseline

Cross-border
functionality

through Europe

Enterpise 
platform for

your RTK fleet

Operational
in 25 European

countries

Universal 
with standard
RTCM format

RTK Premium GNSS Network

Provides accurate positioning services such as an
RTK Premium GNSS Correction Network (<1.5cm),
RINEX services and M2M/IOT SIM cards.

Added value through a user-friendly RTK portal,
enterprise account options, a 24-7 professional RTK
support team and an IOS/Android App

About Premium Positioning

RTK Premium correction network 

Get in touch!

Founded in 2019 by a group of passionate tech entrepreneurs
from the geo-industry with a penchant for accurate positioning
and efficiency.

Interested in experiencing the RTK Premium network yourself? Get
in touch now and experience the network for free. Reach out to us
to receive your personalised offer. 

Head office
Meerenakkerweg 1a 
Eindhoven, the Netherlands
www.premium-positioning.com
info@premium-positioning.com
+31(0)850606338

An up to date map of our certified
RTK Premium Network in the
Netherlands.

Interested in the map of your
country? Get in touch!


